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an introduction
Great content and attracting inbound links are major elements of your SEO strategy. If you’ve created an exciting blog post or ebook,
you’ll naturally want to work on making sure that you are driving as much traffic as possible to these resources. Internal linking
should always be part of that strategy. It’s what will enable your new page to draw value from your other website pages.
If you are working on any important campaign, it’s absolutely critical to figure out which of your high-authority pages should be linking
to your new page and what ongoing efforts can continue to build link authority for your site over time.

With great internal linking, you can more easily rank for
difficult keyword phrases as you share the authority of
your other best content with your new efforts.
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what’s an internal link?
An internal link is a link to
another page on your own website.

>

Internal links are important to your SEO strategy because, like inbound links, they help build up the authority of pages on your
website that are important for you to rank for in the search engine results pages (SERPs) -- except lucky for you, internal links are
100% within your control!
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Why Internal Linking Is Important
It’s easy to overlook internal linking in a space where most link-builders and SEO specialists focus on inbound links and developing
links from other sites. You might have heard that inbound links are like votes for your content from other websites; they tell search
engines what your content is about.

Internal links are like voting for yourself and letting
search engines know about your vote.

While it’s obviously better to have more people than just yourself vote for your content, if you don’t start by voting for yourself, the
search engines will have a difficult time considering your page as one of the best on the web. Internal links are valuable not just
because they are a direct signal that your content is important, but also because those links themselves pass on their own link
authority.
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a link

Another Website

Your blog post

The link authority of internal links makes the value
of your blog and other pages more obvious to search
engines.
When other websites link to your pages, they bring in
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‘votes of trust’ and traffic into your domain. But you
can draw even more SEO benefit from inbound links
when you apply them to your internal linking strategy.

your product
or landing page
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How to Leverage Internal Linking
If there’s a page on your website that you care about a lot, you should explain its importance to search engines. Start by considering
how a search engine understands the value of an internal link: it’s looking at how many pages on your website link to that page, and
how they link to it.

If every page on your website links to something, it must be
important to you -- like your homepage, or your blog’s homepage.

If the only links to your blog are from your ‘About Us’ section, and nothing from your homepage or your website’s main navigation, you
have already sent a strong signal to search engines. Your blog is not very important. If your blog is in the main website navigation,
however, Google and Bing will treat it like one of your top pages.
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3 Ways to Improve the Internal Linking on Your Website
Here are three exercises you should go through to ensure you are effectively using the authority of your internal pages:

1

Sketch out a map of your website

Make a list of each page in your main navigation and the links each of those pages include. This will help you understand the links
that you already have between each section of your site, and how you’ve linked them together in the past. Sometimes, laying out
your whole website visually is the only way to understand what you’ve overlooked and what’s working. You might just uncover that
the reason some of your best pages are ranking well is because you subconsciously did a great job building your own links into them
from your other content.
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3 Ways to Improve the Internal Linking on Your Website

2

Look at the topics that you frequently write about

If you’re writing regularly about something, you should have another dedicated page on your website about that topic, e.g., a landing
page with an offer. Each of your posts should be linking to that authoritative page on the subject, and it should be optimized for
conversions. If your landing page has a prominent call-to-action, your effective use of internal linking will help drive more new leads
through the offer.
Also, consider where that page lies in your navigation, and if it’s worth linking to from your homepage or products page. Depending
on your business, you might even find that linking to a specific blog post or page from your website’s main navigation might suit you
well. For example, if your company often needs to explain your business to visitors, that would make a good blog post that deserves
major promotion across your site.
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3 Ways to Improve the Internal Linking on Your Website
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Think about every other page that could link to your ranking page

If it is a page related to a topic you frequently blog about, make sure each of your new blog posts about that topic reference that page
and link to it. You can see this in how HubSpot ranks for the phrase “how to use Facebook for business.”

The major factors behind its rank is that we regularly write about how to use Facebook for business, we have a lot of powerful links
from our blog posts about using Facebook for business, and we have at least one link in each of those entries to our Facebook
for business landing page. Those blog posts we wrote over the last five years about this topic all have great authority on their own
because people have linked to them, and each of them links to our landing page to further build that value.
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what your internal link should look like
Good internal links have a set of characteristics. When you work on your internal link-building strategy, make sure to follow the best
practices described below:

write relevant
Anchor Text

1

Link to strong pages
The page being linked to should

The anchor text should be strong

provide an in-depth explanation of

and include relevant keywords that

the linked keyword or phrase. To

clearly indicate what the linked

get the most out of internal linking,

content is about.

select one page (the best you have!)
for which you’re trying to rank in the
SERPs, and always link to that page
in your internal links.
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place relevant content

If you continually link to different

The copy around the linked text

pages, you’re splitting any linking

should also be optimized. Crawlers

authority among two pages

read the anchor text and the words

instead of one, making your link

around it. So seeing a relevant

half as useful. So be consistent in

keyword near the linked copy helps in

your efforts to rank for a specific

search engine optimization.

be consistent in
your linking

keyword or phrase by linking to the
same page.
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to success.

-

+

As you can see, the bad example above is not using a strong anchor text, not linking to the most exhaustive page we have on the
topic, and isn’t placed around industry-specific keywords. In the improved version, the anchor text is far more relevant, giving Google
valuable clues about what the link leads to -- in other words, what the page we want to rank in the SERPs is about. Also, this link
takes us to a much more thorough resource about inbound marketing analytics, a crucial part of a good user experience. The copy
around the linked text is improved as well.
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next steps
Now that you know all about the importance and qualities of internal links, go ahead and implement a strong internal link-building
strategy. Take these three steps to begin the process of accumulating SEO juices and attracting organic traffic through internal links:

1

Identify What’s of Value
Identify the keyword that is of most value to your organization at the moment. Is it the name of your annual
conference? Or maybe a specific industry phrase that prospects use to find your product or service?

2

Create an offer around that phrase
Create an offer that revolves around the topic you have identified in step one. The offer can be an industry report,
video, webinar, whitepaper, etc. Now place it behind a lead capture form.

3

Start linking
Start linking to your offer from various pages, such as your homepage or main website navigation bar. In addition to
attracting SEO juices, you will see a big increase in leads thanks to the power of your landing page.
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